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although pinnacle studio 10 provides a number of editing tools, users will likely find that they are
limited to basic trimming, a basic fade transition, and basic 360-degree video editing. most of the
video-editing capabilities here come from third-party add-ons, like the playmaker filmora . editing

options like stabilization and masking are built in to the software, however. pinnacle studio 10's lack
of keyboard support for controlling video effects and transitions is a real drag. it's strange that this

application of the company's name is still so limited. pinnacle studio's interface is generally
straightforward. you find the trim tools, view options, add dialogs, and so on on the left-hand side of
the workspace, while on the right-hand side you find the media. you can use the timeline for menus
and buttons, or else assign them to shortcuts and keyframes. when you want to do something, you

hit the undo button or use the keyboard to type b- to delete the active clip and the enter key to swap
to the last active clip. it's not the fastest or most feature-rich editing software around, but it gets the
job done when you need to do it. it's better than most consumer software. several of the tutorials are

designed for beginners, while others focus on advanced uses of pinnacle studio. though they may
not be exhaustive, the video tutorials of pinnacle studio (no surprise, since they're produced by the

studio itself) are among the best i've seen. the pinnacle studio team also covers a pretty good range
of topics, from the basics, like editing levels, to the more advanced, like effects and transitions. the

tutorials are available on both the pinnacle studio site and the platinum site.
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and while i'd like to see quicker import speeds (especially with raw files), pinnacle studio 10 is
excellent for a family-oriented pro user. i didn't think about features like project notes, but that's a
great idea. and it costs $30 less than the more complex vegas pro 10, which is a very good thing.

the share button lets you send a video as a web-ready file, which is a huge timesaver for someone in
the right circumstances. the program is also available as a browser add-on that lets you download
files directly to your browser. from there, you can upload them to video websites or share them on
social media sites. video edition programs are often attached to a particular camera brand, and i
think that's true of this entry-level program as well. there are six color modes available, but no

contrast adjustments, unlike vegas pro 10, and no lens corrections, either. video adjustments are
provided under a performance tab. the final tab is a thumbnail browser, which is a nice touch. i

wondered how pinnacle studio's split-screen workflow would fare in vegas pro when used on this
scale. it worked, with the added benefit that everything is customizable and searchable. and vegas
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pro stores its clips in the cloud so edits you make in pinnacle studio won't be lost. vegas pro owners
can even import the xml files created by the pinnacle studio app so edits you make there can be
imported into their application.  pinnacle studio is not as heavy-duty as premiere pro, and not as

streamlined as the latest version of motion. but it's not that big of a step between the two, and it's
suitable for editing media in the 20,000-to-one-shot range. 5ec8ef588b
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